Microfluidic patterning of cells in extracellular matrix biopolymers: effects of channel size, cell type, and matrix composition on pattern integrity.
The organization of cells within an extracellular matrix is critical to promote appropriate cellular interactions and tissue function in vivo. The ability to design and create biologically relevant cellular arrangements via microfluidic patterning on surfaces provides new capabilities for tissue engineering and biomimetics. The purpose of this article is to describe techniques using microfluidic patterning of three-dimensional biopolymer matrices to improve cellular pattern integrity and to provide microscale control over cellular microenvironments. Results demonstrated that the incorporation of extracellular matrix biopolymers in cell microfluidic patterning results in a more stable pattern of adherent human endothelial cells than patterning without matrix components after several days in vitro. This may be important for carrying out long-term biological experiments and tissue engineering in vitro. Moreover, chemical components in the patterned biopolymer matrices, such as collagen, chitosan, and fibronectin, influenced the ability of the matrices to control cell migration and pattern stability over time. Thus, microfluidic patterning of cells in extracellular matrix biopolymers was shown to be useful in patterning multiple cell types in well-defined three-dimensional geometries.